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Abstract. In a hybrid raster/vector system, two representations of
the image are stored. Digitized raster image preserves the original
drawing in its exact visual form, whereas additional vector data can
be used for resolution-independent reproduction, image editing,
analysis, and indexing operations. We introduce two techniques for
utilizing the vector features in context-based compression of the ras-
ter image. In both techniques, Hough transform is used for extract-
ing the line features from the raster image. The first technique uses
a feature-based filter for removing noise near the borders of the
extracted line elements. This improves the image quality and results
in more compressible raster image. The second technique utilizes
the line features to improve the prediction accuracy in the context
modeling. In both cases, we achieve better compression perfor-
mance. © 2002 SPIE and IS&T. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1455014]

1 Introduction

In a hybrid raster/vector storage system, both raster
vector representations of the images are encoded
stored,1,2 see Fig. 1. The raster representation provides
exact digitized replica of the original image. The vect
representation contains semantic information extrac
from the image. It benefits from vector editing capabiliti
and is suitable for further image processing and sema
analysis.3,4 The compressed file consists of the extrac
line features and the compressed raster image.

The advantage of raster representation is that the ima
can be easily digitized and stored compactly using la
compression technology. Reproduction of the image
easy, and lossless compression guarantees that an exac
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lica of the original image can always be restored. Vec
representation, on the other hand, allows better editing
pabilities and resolution independent scaling and reprod
tion. Complete raster-to-vector conversion, however, is
a realistic solution because the conversion systems ar
high complexity and they cannot capture all possible vec
features reliably without human interaction. Either the fi
will be filled by huge number of small vector elements,
some of the undetected information will be lost.

We consider the storage problem of hybrid raster/vec
systems. In an ideal situation, all background featu
would be in raster format and all line features in vec
format. In practice, hybrid raster/vector representat
means that a lot of new data will be stored in the vec
format without any saving in the storage of the raster i
age. The raster image itself can be stored compactly u
context-based image compression.1 The question is that
how utilize the existence of the vector features for co
pressing the raster image more efficiently.

In this paper, we introduce two novel techniques f
utilizing the vector features in context-based image co
pression of the raster image. In both techniques, we
Hough transform5,6 for extracting the line features from th
raster image. Hough transform can be applied to arbitr
parametrized shape but only line features are gen
enough to model most of the images in practice.

The first technique uses a feature-based filter for rem
ing the noise near the borders of the extracted lineele-
ments. This improves the image quality and results in
more compressible raster image. The line features are u
only in the compression phase and therefore they need
be stored in the compressed file. The filtering is based o
simple noise removal procedure using a mismatch im

1;
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Fig. 1 Hybrid raster/vector storage system.
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between the original and the feature image. Isolated m
match pixels~and groups of two mismatch pixels define
by 8-connectivity! are detected and the corresponding p
els in the original image are reversed. The method is n
lossless because the amount of changes is controlled—
isolated noise pixels are reversed.

The second technique utilizes the line features to
prove the prediction accuracy in the context modeling. T
compressed file consists of the extracted line features
the compressed raster image. The vectorizing should
good both in terms of quality and compactness. Low qu
ity vector elements causes that less information can be
tered out from the raster image. A large number of sm
elements, on the other hand, increases the size of the v
file and typically requires more space than the correspo
ing part of the raster image.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Previo
work on context-based compression is summarized in S
2. The Hough transform~HT!-based feature extraction i
described in Sec. 3. Two methods for utilizing the featu
information are then introduced in Secs. 4 and 5. Exp
ments of the proposed methods are reported in Sec. 6,
conclusions are drawn in Sec. 7.

2 Context-Based Compression

Binary images are favorable source for context-based
age compression because of the spatial dependencie
tween neighboring pixels.7,8 In context-based compressio
the pixels are coded on the basis of their probability c
ditioned on thecontext. The context is determined by th
combination of the color values of already coded neighb
ing pixels within the local template.

JBIG is the current international standard for compr
sion of the bilevel images in communications.9,10 In JBIG,
the image is coded by default in raster scan order us
context-based probability modeling and arithmetic codi
namely theQM-coder.11 The emerging standard JBIG212–14

improves the compression of text images using patt
matching technique for extracting symbols from the ima
This enhancement, however, is of limited usage in the c
of line-drawing images, as they do not contain large nu
ber of text elements.

The context modeling of JBIG can be improved usi
variable-size context template.15,16 The contexts are store
in the leaves of a variable-depth binary tree, referred
context tree. The use of variable-size context model enab
selective context expansion and utilizes larger context t
plates without overwhelming the learning cost.
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Another way to improve compression is to filter the im
age for noise removal. Filtering reduces irregularities in
image caused by noise, and in this way, makes the im
more compressible without degrading the image qua
Noise appears in the image as randomly scattered n
pixels ~additive noise!, and as content-dependent noise d
torting the contours of printed objects~lines, characters! by
making them ragged. The noise level may be low enou
not to significantly detract from the subjective quality but
introduces unnecessary details that decrease the com
sion performance.

Several methods have been considered in literature
image preprocessing before the compression.17–20 These
filtering methods work by analyzing local pixel neighbo
hood defined by a filtering template and include logic
smoothing, variations of median filtering, isolated pixel r
moval, and morphological filters.21 All of these use a set o
rules to accept or reject the pixel, such as predefined ma
or quantitative description of the local neighboring are
Recent research in mathematical morphology have sh
that morphological filtering can be used as an efficient t
for pattern restoration in environment of heavy additi
noise.22–25 Such approaches, however, are not necessa
suitable for filtering content-dependent quantization noi
Another problem is that the filtering may destroy fine im
age structures carrying crucial information if the amount
filtering is not controlled.

3 Feature Extraction Using Hough Transform

Hough transform is used for extracting the vector featu
from the image,5,26,27as summarized in Fig. 2. The motiva
tion is to find rigid fixed length straight lines in the imag
The extracted line segments are represented as their
points. A feature image is reconstructed from the line s
ments and it is utilized in the compression phase. The
tracted line segments are also stored in the compressed

3.1 Hough Transform

The lines are first detected by the HT as follows:

1. Create a set of coordinates from the black pixels
the image.

2. Transform each coordinate (x,y) into a parameter-
ized curve in the parameter space.

3. Increment the cells in the parameter space de
mined by the parametric curve.
Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2002 / Vol. 11(2) / 237
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4. Detect local maxima in the accumulator array. Ea
local maximum may correspond to a paramet
curve in the image space.

5. Extract the curve segments using the knowledge
the maximum positions.

The parameter space is ak3k accumulator array wherek
can be tuned according to the image size, e.g.,k5the size
of the image. Usually, the (r,u) parameterization is use
but the (a,b) one, corresponding toy5a•x1b, is also
possible. The accumulation matrix is quantized with eq
intervals.

3.2 End-Point Detection

The Hough transform is capable to determine the loca
of a line ~as a linear function! but it cannot resolve the en
points of the line. In fact, HT does not even guarantee t
there exists any finite length line in the image but it on
indicates that the pixels (x,y) along y5a•x1b may rep-
resent a line. The existence of a line segment must there
be verified. The verification is performed by scanning t
pixels along the line and checking whether they meet c
tain criteria. We use the scanning width, the minimum nu
ber of pixels, and the maximum gap between pixels in
line as the selection criteria. If predefined threshold val
are met, a line segment is detected and its end points
stored for later use.

3.3 Reconstruction of the Feature Image

A feature image of equal size is created from the extrac
line segments to approximate the input image. The imag
constructed by drawing one-pixel width straight lines us
the end points of the line features. The Hough transfo
does not determine the widths of the lines but wider lin
are represented by a bunch of collinear line segments,
Fig. 3. The line segments may also be deviated from th
original direction and/or have one-pixel positional error b

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the feature extraction.
238 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2002 / Vol. 11(2)
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cause of the quantization of the accumulation matr
Therefore, we do not utilize the feature image directly b
process it first by consequent operations of morphologi
dilation andclosing.23 These operations make the lines on
pixel thicker in all directions~dilation! and fill gaps be-
tween the line segments~closing!. We apply a symmetric
333 structure element~block! for the dilation, and a 333
cross structure element~cross! for the closing, see Fig. 4.
The cross element is chosen to minimize the distortion
line intersections caused by closing.

3.4 Storing the Line Segments

The extracted line segments are stored
$(x1 ,y1),(x2 ,y2)% representing the end points of the line.
single coordinate value takes@ log2 n# bits wheren is the
dimension of the image. For example, a line in an image
409634096 pixels takes 4312548 bits in total. A more
compact representation could be achieved if the line s
ments are sorted according to their first coordinatex1 . In-
stead of storing the absolute value, we could store the
ference between two subsequentx1’s. Most of the
differences are very small~about 40% of them are in the
range 0–2!. An improvement of about 7 bits~from 12 to 5
bits! was estimated when entropy coding was applied
these difference values. In the present implementation,
idea was not applied.

4 Feature-Based Filtering

We apply feature-dependent filtering for improving the im
age quality. The method can be used as a preprocessing
before the compression, as outlined in Fig. 5. The filteri
removes noise by the restoration of the line contours a
therefore it results in better compression performance. T
line features are used only in the compression phase
therefore they need not be stored in the compressed
The filtered image can then be compressed by the JB

Fig. 3 Illustration of the feature image for an image sample of size
50350 pixels.

Fig. 4 Structure elements block and cross.
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Fig. 5 Block diagram of the near-lossless compression system.
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without any modifications. The method is denoted furth
as HTF–JBIG. Decompression is exactly the same as
JBIG.

The filtering is based on a simple noise removal pro
dure, as shown in Fig. 6. A difference~mismatch! image
between the original and the feature image is construc
Isolated mismatch pixels~and groups of two mismatch pix
els defined by 8-connectivity! are detected and the corre
sponding pixels in the original image are reversed. T
removes random noise and smoothes edges along the
tected line segments. The method is near-lossless bec
the amount of changes is controlled—only isolated no
pixels are reversed. Undetected objects~such as text char
acters! are left untouched allowing their lossless reco
struction.

The noise removal procedure is successful if the fea
image is accurate. However, the feature extraction of
does not always provide exact width of the lines. The no
removal procedure is therefore iterated three times
shown in Fig. 7. The first stage applies the feature imag
such, but the feature image is dilated in the second s
and eroded in the third stage before input into the no

Fig. 6 Block diagram of the noise removal procedure.
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removal procedure. This compensates inaccuracies in
width detection.

The stepwise process is illustrated in Fig. 8. Most of t
noise is detected and removed in the first phase. Howe
the rightmost diagonal line in the feature image is too w
and its upper contour is therefore filtered only in the th
stage where the feature image is eroded. The results o
entire filtering process are illustrated in Fig. 9. In the
examples, pixel-level noise is mainly filtered out but som
of the roughness remains along the lines. These consis
larger groups of noise pixels and therefore are not filte
by the method. Symbols and other nonlinear elements
not completely detected by Hough transform, and theref
parts of them may have not been processed.

It is noted that the noise removal procedure does
guarantee the retention of connectivity of the lines. It
therefore possible that very thin lines may be broken ap
because of a pixel removal. Although the situation is ra
the retention of connectivity can be important in some a
plication. In this case, an additional procedure must be
plied to check whether pixel removal would break conne
tivity. For example, the method in Ref. 28 can b

Fig. 7 Block diagram of the three-stage filtering procedure.
Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2002 / Vol. 11(2) / 239
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Fig. 8 Illustration of the three-state filtering procedure.
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implemented by a simple look-up table consisting of t
pixels within the 333 neighboring.

5 Feature-Based Context Modeling

If the features are stored in the compressed file, they ca
used to improve the prediction accuracy in the cont
modeling. There are two basic approaches for utilizing
feature image:~1! lossless compression of the residual b
tween the original and the feature image,~2! compression
of the original image using the feature image as side in
mation. The first approach does not work in practice
cause taking the residue destroys spatial dependencies
the borders of the extracted line features. The residual
age is therefore not any easier to compress than the orig
one. On the other hand, the effectiveness of the sec
approach has been proven in practice in the case of
images.10,12We thus adopt the same idea here for line dra
ing images.

The compression method denoted further as HTC is o
lined in Fig. 10. In HTC, the original image is compress
using the JBIG-like technique, based ontwo-layer context
modeling. The idea of two-layer context modeling is t
utilize information from an additional image, a feature im
age in our case. The difference in construction of two-la
and the standard single-layer context template is tha
additional template is used for the selection of the pix
from the feature image. The idea is that any pixel of t
ctronic Imaging / April 2002 / Vol. 11(2)
e
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n

feature image can be used in the context, whereas the
lection of the pixels from the current image being com
pressed is limited only to the previously encoded pixe
This is because the line features are stored in the c
pressed file and the same information is therefore availa
also in the decompression.

We use a context template composed of ten pixels fr
the original image and five pixels from the feature image
illustrated in Fig. 11~left!. The example of Fig. 11~right!
illustrates how the additional information is utilized. In th
case, we have no evidence of the vicinity of the line if w
examine only the pixel colors inside the 10 pixel standa
template. We would therefore assign an unnecessarily h
probability for the white color. The additional informatio
from the feature image, on the other hand, indicates
vicinity of a line. Although the feature image does n
match pixel-by-pixel to the original image, it gives add
tional information so that more accurate statistical mo
can be constructed.

6 Test Results

The performance of the proposed methods is tested
compressing the set of test images shown in Fig. 12. F
different features sets were constructed from each im
with different amount of line segments. The number of e
tracted lines was controlled by varying the parameters
the Hough transform, as shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 9 Filtering examples from left to right: sample from the original image, from the filtered image, and
their difference.
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The effect of the feature-based context modeling on
file size is shown in Fig. 14. The feature-based cont
modeling improves the compression of the raster image
about 1%–10%, depending on the image and the numbe
extracted line elements. The amount of saving, howeve
t
f
f

s

too small to compensate the overhead required by the
ture file. For example, the vector data requires 6.3 kbyte
the imagebolt, and the size of the raster data can be
duced from 12.7 to 11.2 kbyte. In total, the file takes 17
kbyte.
Fig. 10 Block diagram of the new hybrid compression system.
Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2002 / Vol. 11(2) / 241
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24
Fig. 11 Two-level context template (left), and an example of a situation, in which the information of the
feature image is beneficial (right).

Fig. 12 Set of test images.

Fig. 13 Example of the feature images from test image bolt made using different parameter setup.
2 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2002 / Vol. 11(2)
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Using Hough transform for context-based image . . .
The second method~HTF–JBIG! applies feature-based
filtering for noise removal and standard JBIG for ima
compression. In this case, the number of extracted line
tures does not affect the file size because the features
not stored. It is therefore better to use as many feature
can be reliably detected. In our case, the set with most
segments gives the best results among the three tested
The method improves the compression performance
about 12% on average, in comparison to JBIG. For
ample, the imagebolt requires 10.3 kbyte in comparison t
12.7 of JBIG, or 17.5 of the hybrid compression.

The storage sizes of the two proposed methods are s
marized in Table 1. In a hybrid compression both raster a
vector data are included in the compressed file. The colu
‘‘vector’’ contain the storage size required by the vect
features. The two columns ‘‘raster’’ refers to the two alte
natives for compressing the raster image: using JBIG
using the proposed HTC method with feature-based con
modeling. The table includes also results~last column!
where the new techniques have both been utilized at
same time. In the case of imagebolt, the size of the raster
decreases to 9.1 kbyte but in this case, the vector data m
also be stored. To sum up, the benefit of utilizing featu
based information in the context modeling and in the filte
ing is moderate at best, and cannot compensate the incr
in the storage size caused by the inclusion vector featu
The use of hybrid raster/vector file structure must theref
serve for other purposes, e.g., indexing or hybrid editin

The running times of the proposed methods in total
the test set using Pentium-200 machine are shown in

Fig. 14 Illustration of the compressed file sizes for the test image
bolt with variable amount of extracted line elements.
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15. The feature extraction dominates the running time
the compression phase and makes it an order of magni
slower than JBIG. The method is therefore suitable only
applications where compression can be made off-line. D
compression of filtered images in HTF–JBIG is perform
using the standard JBIG routines and therefore is as fas
JBIG. In the hybrid HTC compression, the decompress
phase is about 35% slower because of the processing o
vector features.

7 Conclusions

Two methods are introduced for improving compressi
performance by utilizing global dependencies in hybr
raster/vector applications. The utilization of the extract
features is twofold:~1! we can improve context-modeling
by using the stored line features; and~2! the features can be
used for improving image quality in a preprocessing st
prior to the compression.

In the first case, reconstructed feature image were u
for improving prediction accuracy in the local conte
model. The compressed file consists of the extracted
features and the compressed raster image. The raster im
is compressed 1%–10% more efficiently when using
feature image as side information. The improvement, ho
ever, is too small to compensate the overhead required
the feature file. The main reason for the small compress
improvement is that the information of the extracted lin
features is mainly in all-black neighborhoods, inside t
line segments. These are the pixels that are already c
pressed well by JBIG and therefore only small improv
ment can be achieved. On the contrary, most of the inf
mation ~output bits! originates from the boundaries of th

Fig. 15 Running times of the HT-based compression.
Table 1 Summary of the storage sizes of the different methods (in bytes).

Hybrid compression Filtering only Filtering 1 hybrid

Image Vector Raster (JBIG) Raster (HTC) (HTF–JBIG) (HTF–HTC)

Bolt 6 438 12 966 11 514 10 536 9 287

Plan 2 370 5 097 4 578 4 325 3 786

House 13 398 15 681 13 961 13 336 11 553

Chair 16 710 52 708 50 140 51 529 48 023

Module 3 468 7 671 7 222 6 431 6 057

Plus 5 268 17 609 17 132 16 273 15 739

Total 47 652 111 732 104 547 102 430 94 445
Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2002 / Vol. 11(2) / 243
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Fränti et al.
objects. These areas are not well predicted by the lo
modeling of JBIG but global information could be usefu
especially if the input image is noisy. This emphasizes
importance of the exactness of the feature extraction.

In the second case, the features are not stored and
feature extraction process is performed only for remov
noise from the original image. It improves the image qu
ity and, therefore, results also in better compression per
mance of about 12% compared to JBIG. The technique
lizes global spatial dependencies in the image unavaila
to traditional filtering methods and enables efficient
moval of content-dependent noise. At the same time,
quality of the decompressed images is visually the same~or
even better! because the reversed pixels are mainly rand
noise or scanning noise near the line segments. The ad
tage of the method is that it utilizes any given~even non-
perfect! feature information as such, and overcomes
problems of inaccuracies in the line detection.

A drawback of using Hough transform for feature e
traction is the high complexity. A straightforward imple
mentation of HT requires 0(kn) time, wheren is the image
size andk3k is the size of the accumulator matrix. Th
decompression phase, on the other hand, is identical to
JBIG and therefore equally fast. Thus, the method is s
able for off-line applications~like image archival! where
the images are compressed only once but decompre
often. Moreover, HT can also be made significantly fas
using the randomized Hough transform~RHT!.6 Instead of
processing individual pixels, the image is random
sampled by selecting pairs of pixel. Each pair determi
only one value in the parameter space. The samplin
repeated until an evident maximum is emphasized in
parameter space. RHT reduces the size of the param
array and it decreases the computation time since on
part of the pixels, possibly a small part, is needed to
transferred into the array. The compression performanc
using RHT is only about 1% worse than that of using H

Overall, the benefit of utilizing feature-based inform
tion in the context modeling and in the filtering was mo
erate at best, and cannot compensate the increase in
storage size caused by the inclusion vector features.
therefore conclude that we must either give up the requ
ment of preserving exact replica of the original image,
improve the quality of the vectorizing drastically if the w
want to store the hybrid file structure as efficiently as
original raster image. The vectorizing should also be go
both in terms of quality and compactness. Low quality ve
tor elements causes that less information can be filtered
from the raster image. A large number of small elemen
on the other hand, increases the size of the vector file
typically requires more space than the corresponding
of the raster image.

To sum up, the purpose of storing the features mus
different from the compression. For example, the featu
can be used in content-based image matching as prop
in Ref. 29. Otherwise, the features should be used only
image enhancement prior to compression, and the feat
not saved in the compressed file.
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